End of Life Notice
#16-CORP-02

Date: 08/07/2016
To: Lumenera’s INFINITY Partners
From: Lumenera Corporation, Product Management
Re: Washer Kit for INFINITY Cameras (Part # C12490-00-1)

Effective September 1, 2016, Lumenera will no longer be shipping Part# C12490-00-1 (Washer Kit for INFINITY Cameras). This part is currently included with all the standard enclosure INFINITY cameras, but is only used if the camera is attached to a copy-stand or grossing station configuration, where it is used with a C-mount lens. The Washer Kit is not required when the camera is installed directly onto a microscope.

A limited number of the washers are available for you to order from Lumenera for distribution to customers that require them. These will be made available based on current supply, and order quantities will be limited. Once these supplies are consumed the washer kit will no longer be available to order. There is no charge to our partners for this part, however regular shipping rates may apply.

The following INFINITY camera models (+ all of variants) are effected:

- INFINITY1-2, INFINITY1-3, INFINITY1-5
- INFINITY2-1R, INFINITY2-2, INFINITY2-3, INFINITY2-5
- INFINITY3-1, INFINITY3-1UR, INFINITY3S-1UR, INFINITY3-3UR, INFINITY3-6UR
- INFINITY3-1URF, INFINITY3-1PF, INFINITY3-3URF, INFINITY3-6URF
- INFINITYLite
- INFINITYHD
- INFINITYX-32

Questions?
Please contact your Lumenera Representative by phone at +1 613-736-4077.